and led to the creation of such famous schools as Stoneyhurst and Ampleforth,
while Newman founded the Oratory School near Birmingham* These Public
schools,, expensive and exclusive as they were and still are, have had an influence
in England out of all proportion to their numbers. They have been copied in
the Dominions and the United States, because at their best they preserved the
highest standards of Christian and classical learning, slowly allied to the newer
studies, but primarily because they aimed to produce within their corporate life
character and self-reliance. It was due to the labours of Frederick Denison
Maurice, a Christian-Socialist, that Queen's College for women was established
in Harley Street, where it still stands, though not unaffected by enemy action.
Here Miss Frances Buss, who later founded a famous London girls' school
and Miss Beale, founder of Cheltenham College, were educated. Both these
ladies and Miss Emily Davies, pioneer of women's colleges at Oxford and Cam-
bridge, were devout Victorian evangelists.
In 1823 Dr. Birkbeek, who had been Professor of Natural Philosophy in
Glasgow, assisted by Francis Place and Lord Brougham, started the Mechanics
Institutes, and by 1850 there were some 600 scattered over the urban areas of
England with a total membership of over 600,000 persons of all ages. But
there was not a sufficient basis of primary education for the Institutes to take
root* They were later followed by the Polytechnic movement, which aimed
to provide instruction, recreation and social intercourse for young men and
women between the ages of seventeen and twenty-five. The now famous
Regent Street Polytechnic arose from the philanthropy of Quintm Hogg, a
city merchant who gave a reading lesson to two crossing-sweepers under the
Adelphi Arches and later in 1864 founded a Ragged school > The People's
Palace in East London, now Queen Mary's College and presided over by the
grandson of K D. Maurice, grew out of a suggestion in Sir Walter Besant's
novel * AH Sorts and Conditions of Men/ But as if once again to show the
continuing tradition of English institutions, these Polytechnics received much
financial assistance from numerous City Companies, including the Drapers,
the Goldsmiths and Clothworkers, Finally they were incorporated in the
technical education system of the London County Council, due to the wise
direction of Sidney Webb and other modern reformers.
In 1826, University College, London, was founded as a non«sectarian
college with its own secondary school, owing to the exclusion of Non-confor-
mists from Oxford. Francis Place and Brougham once again gave their support*
But in 1829 King's College was established to counteract the secular appeal
and the Duke of Wellington took a prominent part in the controversy* It was
only in later years that the two colleges combined to form London University,
Apart from the Anglican foundation of Durham in 1832, the other universities
in the nineteenth century owed their origin to single benefactors who founded
colleges with the object of teaching scientific and industrial subjects to the
population of a great industrial town* Such is the story of Owen's College,
Manchester and Masons College, Birmingham, both secular and scientific
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